
volksbühne berlin 

 

: Berlin has an extremely high density of stages and festivals – a wealth of resources enabling 

the volksbühne berlin to adopt a different structural approach to performances, productions, 

and work flows. From autumn 2017, the volksbühne berlin is to become a stage for the future 

of the arts. 

 

: Many international artists have been invited to expand the theatre’s narratives. Over the next 

years, the volksbühne berlin will welcome German theatre director Susanne Kennedy, 

Brussels-based Danish choreographer Mette Ingvartsen, French choreographer Boris 

Charmatz, Berlin-based French film director and producer Romuald Karmakar, and Munich 

filmmaker and author Alexander Kluge to stage performances, choreograph, shoot and 

leverage the theatre’s potential to develop the arts and initiate a dialogue of the arts. Other 

artists are also being invited to join this programme.  

 

: The Volksbühne on Rosa-Luxemburg Platz is the main reference point and key venue, 

supported by satellite stages in Mitte and Neukölln, as well as a digital platform. The 

spectrum of small and large stages and spaces facilitates performances and exhibitions of 

varying dimensions, building bridges across disciplines, cultures, languages and generations, 

and reflecting the changes in audiences. The volksbühne berlin comprises the Volksbühne on 

Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, the Prater, a hangar at the decommissioned Tempelhof airport, and 

the new Terminal Plus digital stage, as well as Kino Babylon as a cooperation partner. 

 

: The theatre’s work is based on a strong ensemble of actors and dancers. At the heart of 

volksbühne berlin are in-house productions shaping the repertoire in the long term. 

 

: The directorship’s profile stands for a dialogue across disciplines and the programme’s 

cosmopolitical focus. Artistic director Chris Dercon has appointed Marietta Piekenbrock as 

programme director to realize these goals together and develop a model for international 

theatre in the twenty-first century. 
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